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Abstract 

The technique namely “Molecular Docking” is a docking technique in which tiny molecules 

transforms into macromolecular structure for scoring values of complementary at the site of 

binding. It refers to a flourishing field of research with the use of attractive methods of drug 

design, their optimization techniques, and pathway of biochemical reaction. In order to get 

docking experiment successfully, affinity position along with correct position are the two 

foundations that are helpful. In terms of getting accuracy in docking, each software has its 

disadvantages and advantages. For getting accuracy in ranking and consuming time each 

software cannot reach to the conclusion. Furthermore, enough diversity may always not 

considered by the users in their sets of teststhat result in outperforming other applications.This 

reviewis primarily focuses on the method of docking,applications and software used. Some parts 

related to development of molecular drug paradigm are difficult and contentious. Bioinformatics 

and communities of drug design are benefitted by the conduction of this review. 

Keywords: Molecular docking, Drug Discovery,Lipinsky’srule, Softwares used in docking 

Introduction: 

Molecular docking is referring to a tool of computer that determines the compound’s architecture 

that is generated by the couple of molecules or, more. Docking studies seek to predict desired 

three-dimensional structures. 

Docking alone creates only acceptablebasic structures.In order to determine the structures that 

are probably exist in the nature, these alternatives are arranged utilizing the systems of 

scoring.This present research covers various computational parts of virtual screening that is 

based on molecular docking related to a library of small chemical [1]. Investigation of process of 

molecular docking has done by this investigation along with searing different algorithms.Scoring 

function of docking techniques, and relevancy to medicinal targets of nucleic acid and protein 

are also been investigated. Additionally, the possible opportunities along with the drawbacks of 

the present technology are also been investigated. 

Fundamentals of molecular docking: 

“Molecular docking” is referring to as the modeling structure of computational complexes that 

are formed by more than two molecules that are interactive. Molecular docking is utilized for the 

prediction of three-dimensional structures related to interest. Drug development frequently 

makes use of molecular docking software. Molecules and easy access to structural databases 

have been identified as an important mechanism. Molecular Docking is a pricey set of tools of 

analysis and designing of drug. Evaluation of database structure and prediction of simple 

molecule have become necessary compounds for the workstation of medicinal chemist. Virtual 

screening plays as a common application to conduct molecular docking.A number of algorithms 

related to docking were created to visualize the molecule’s 3D structure,and docking gain can 

also be studied using various computational approaches. 
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Figure 1: - Molecular Docking 

KINDS OF DOCKING 

Two different forms of docking are as followed 

1. Flexible docking  

2. Rigid docking  

FLEXIBLE DOCKING  

We leverage molecular flexibility and for finding confirmations about transformation related o 

receptor and molecules of ligand as they inhabit in complexity.  

RIGID DOCKING  

Taking for granted that the components are rigid, a three dimensional space has seek by us for 

the rearrangement of the particular components that results in matching perfect components as 

compared to the others in the scoring system parameters[2]. Ligand conformation can be 

generated with the activity of receptor binding or, without it. 

 

 

Figure 2- Flow chart of Rigid docking and Flexible docking. 
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APPROACHES TO MOLECULAR DOCKING  

1. The Monte Carlo method  

It generates a ligand's randomisedtranslations, conformation, and rotation at the site of 

activity.Initial value of conformation has determined by this method. [3] New configuration has 

created then and also scored. On condition that, the preservation of new configuration need to 

determined using Metropolis criterion. (“Metropolis Criterion” refers to as the outperformance of 

new strategies as compared to previous ones and thus is approved immediately[3].A probability 

study that is based “Boltzmann’s law” is utilized in the case of non-innovative arrangement. It is 

acceptable during the pas of resolution by the probability tests of function; or else, the rejection 

arrangement occurs).  

2. Matching Method 

This technique emphasises redundancy by determining the best positionrelated to the atom ligand 

located in the site. Thus, results in the configuration of ligand receptor that requires 

improvement. [3] 

3. Strategy of Ligand fit 

“Ligand fit” is refers to as the precise along with rapid mechanism in docking small ligand 

molecules into active sites of protein in account with the complimentary shape. [3]  

4. A point-by-point method  

These methods compare the morphologies or, properties of chemical of molecules that are 

distinct.In order to identify sites of possible ligand binding of peptide, the technique of blind 

docking is utilized. Action mechanism has performed by doing scan to the whole interface of the 

“target molecules”. [3] 

5. Method based on fragments  

Fragment-based techniques are defined as break down of the ligand and formation of individual 

particles or, photons that are attached with the fragments along with the joining to the 

fragments.[3] 

6. Geometry of distance  

With the use of dimensions of intermolecular or, intra-molecular, many different types of 

sequence features can be manifested.The framework of distance geometry permits structures of 

3D and these assemble distances that are compatible with them for calculation. [3] 

7. Docking in the other direction 
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After understand all these targets that are combined with the feature of pharmacokinetic helps in 

the determination of potentiality of a drug candidate for their side effects and toxicities. For 

docking studies on a specific ligand, a one-of-a-kind technique is chosen. [3] 

DOCKING MECHANISM 

1. In order to achieve a screen of docking, the first responsibility is an attention of protein 

organization. Commonly, utilizing the biophysical method namely crystallography, x-ray, NME 

spectrometry, the structure unweaves. The organization of this protein along with ligand folders 

serves docking agenda as an input. [4].  

2. Mechanisms such as scoring function and search algorithms are responsible for the success of 

the “docking program”.All manageable conformation and orientations that pairs ligand with 

protein are consisted by the investigate space [5]. It is compared to impossible with near 

possessions of computing, that discovers comprehensively to investigate space. Thus itemizes 

distortion of potential for every molecule along with all possible translational and rational 

orientations of the relation of the relation between ligand to the protein at a granularity level. 

 3. Majority of the programs of docking are used in for ligand that are bendable,and numerous 

are attempted for making a protein receptor that is flexible [6]. 

4. “Molecular Docking”isreferring to as the procedure that shows the announcement of 

intermolecular between a couple of molecules and that was studied in In-Silica. The 

macromolecule works as the receptor of protein in this improvement. Ligand is presented as the 

small particle.  

5. Molecule supposes to act like an inhibitor [7]. 

 

FOLLOWING STEPS INVOLVED IN THE PROCESS OF DOCKING AS MAJOR STEPS: 

Step 1: Prepare the protein.  

The Protein's three-dimensional structure must be recovered from PDB or, “Protein Data 

Bank”; the recovered structure must then be pre-processed. It should take in consideration to 

admit amputation of molecules of water from the cavity, missing the substantial residues, 

stabilizing the charges, and the side chain production, etc all are available according to the 

parameter.  

Step II –Prediction of active site 

Protein’s active site must be predicted after the protein preparation.The strength of receptor 

possesses various active sites and merely chosen out one of the concerns. Hetero atoms along 

with the molecules of water are generally unconcerned in the case of their presence.[8,9]. 

Step III –Preparation of ligand 
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Variety of databasescan be acquired from a variety of databases, including Pub Chem and ZINC, 

or they can be sketched using the tool of Chem. sketch.During the selection of ligand, utilization 

of “LIPINSKY’S RULE OF 5” should be helpful. In order to differentiate between the 

substances of drug like and non-drug like, Lipinski rule of 5 can helpful. The method named 

CADDD or, “Computer-aided drug design and detection”. It guarantees a higher percentage of 

success or, failure for the reason of finding similarity for the remaining molecules by more than 

two complying rules. Allow the Lipinsky rule to guide your ligand selection: (1) Donors of 

hydrogen bond are less than 5(2) hydrogen bond acceptors are fewer than ten. 

Rule of “Lipinsky”  

(1) Hydrogen bond donors are less than five. 

(2) Hydrogen bond acceptors are fewer than ten. 

(3) Molecular mass of individual is less than 500 Da 

(4) Extreme lipophilicity (expressed as Log not over 5)  

(5) Range of molar refractivity should between 40 and 130 [10]. 

Step IV  

Docking  

Involves docking the ligand alongside the protein and analyzing the interactions [4].  

 

 DOCKING EVALUATION  

The capacity of dockingin anticipating probable affinities of binding or, poses for the 

components that are novel affected by the interaction between sampling and scoring function. 

Thus, when experimental data is available, an evaluation of a docking methodology is typically 

required to determine its analytical capabilities. Measurements of docking can be 

conductedutilizinga variety of strategies, including:  

CALCULATION OF DOCKING ACCURACY (DA) 

 The relationship between an experimental response and a score of dockingor, the determination 

of a fortification factor (EF) 

The distance of active ion site and moiety of ion-binding 

  Induce-fit models are present [11]. 

 

MOLECULAR DOCKING APPLICATIONS  
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1. “Molecular docking” in the development of drug 

In terms of drug discovery, docking is commonly used as the major part of pharmaceuticals is 

made up of small chemical molecules. Use of Docking to do the following: 

2. Hit Recognition  

Docking in conjunction with a score function allows for speedy in silico screening of enormous 

databases of potential pharmaceuticals to locate molecules capable of binding to a specific target 

of interest.  

3. Lead generation  

Docking is a technique for predicting the location and relative position of a ligand's interaction 

with a protein. (also referred to as the binding mode or pose). [19] This information can be used 

to create more potent and selective mimics.  

4. Regeneration  

Furthermore, docking of protein-ligand can be used in terms of getting predictionofpollutants 

that are degradable by enzymes. It can be used to determine the intended site and collect the most 

effective drug. [12] Enzymes and their modes of activity can be identified through molecular 

docking. It can also be used to determine protein-protein interactions. Using the remediation 

process, molecules are virtually screened. [12]   

5. Molecular modelling in the development of drug today  

It isutilized to assess the potential consequences of interactions with other proteins such as 

proteases, cytochrome P450, and others. Docking can also be performed to determine a potential 

medication's specificity against homologous proteins. Furthermore, docking is a popular method 

for determining protein-protein interactions. [13] Understanding cellular connections aids 

understanding of a variety of processes occurring in living creatures and the identification of 

prospective pharmacological targets. 

6. Preparation of receptors  

It is determined by the docking software used. It can be used to choose a structure and binding 

locations. [13] Hydrogen is frequently required, with certain programmes being more position-

sensitive than others.  

7. Ligand synthesis  

It is capable of predicting the pKa values for each charged atom and implementing programmes 

for each potential charge arrangement within a certain pH range. (e. g., 5-9). [13] It is typically 
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used to minimise chemical structure by employing a quantum mechanical force field. 

 

Figure 3- Applications of Molecular Docking 

SOFTWARE AVAILABLE FOR DOCKING  

Molecular docking procedures are also afunction of scoring and the search algorithm of 

combination [14-17]. There are numerous scoring functions and algorithms available today. The 

search algorithm is designed to promote and liberate protein-ligand coordination, allowing for 

accurate and sufficient sampling, including binding modalities. Logically, the search algorithm 

should be fast and effective, while the scoring function should be capable of analyzing 

physicochemical features of molecules and interaction thermodynamics. The complexity of 

docking increases in the order of rigid docking, flexible ligand docking, and flexible docking 

[18]. A good docking algorithm should explore all possible binding modes between the ligand 

and target; however, due to the huge size of the search space, this is impossible. As a result, 

constraints, limitations, and approximations are used to minimize the problem's dimensionality in 

order to discover the global minima as effectively as feasible. Because protein structures have a 

huge conformational space, partial flexibility (side chain) has recently been integrated into 

various docking algorithms, such as GLIDE [19], GOLD [20], AUTODOCK [21], FlexX [22], 

and others. Many people employ genetic algorithms (AUTODOCK, GOLD) and Monte Carlo 

simulated annealing techniques (GLIDE).  

 

GOLD  

Numerous ligand subgroups are used in Genetic Enhancement and Receptor Docking. The force-

field-based scoring function is made up of three terms: The possibility of intermolecular 
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dispersion is referred to as "H-bonding." [13]   The term "intramolecular potential" refers to the 

ability to disperse intramolecularly. The experimental binding mode for 100 protein complexes 

was successfully determined 71% of the time.  

AUTODOCK 

It generally consists of lattice that is three-dimensional and encircles points that are regular and 

shows interest about the region of macromolecules. 

FLEX-X  

The base fragment is selected and docked using the "position clustering" approach. To 

incorporate similar ligand alterations into active site modifications, a clustering technique is 

applied. [13]   MIMUMBA is used to successively add flexible segments and analyse them 

utilizing the function that overlaps, following calculations of energy to complete the ligand 

assembly.  [13] Final evaluation based on Böhm's score system, which includes hydrogen bonds, 

ionic, aromatic, and lipophilic words. [13] There are various more docking software options 

available, including Hammerhead, ICM, MCDock, GOLD, GemDock, Glide, and Yucca. 

Molecular docking tools for protein-ligand interaction studies. 

 

Tools   Key features Reference 

Auto Dock Algorithm of the Lamarckian genetic, reproduced traditional search 

of genetic algorithm and annealing search are all available in 

AutoDock for conformational searching. In order to predict the free 

energies of binding, a semipirical force field of free energy is 

utilized by small components to protein targets. 

[23] 

Auto Dock 

Vina 

When compared to AutoDock, Auto Dock Vina calculations use a 

sophisticated gradient optimisation algorithm to produce nearly a 

couple of magnitude improvement orders in accuracy and speed 

that predict the modes of binding. 

[24] 

GOLD “Genetic optimisation for ligand docking” or, “GOLD” is refer to 

as the automated docking programme of ligandwhich permits 

conformational flexibility of full ligand while allowing 

investigation of binding conformations and flexibility of partial 

protein utilizinggenetic algorithm. 

 

[25] 

CDOCKER “CHARMm-based DOCKER” or, “CDOCKER” is refer to as an 

automated programme of “MD docking”that utilizes the family 

offorce fields and provides complete ligand and CHARMm engine 

flexibility of “CHARMm” engine with the reduction of calculation 

time. 

 

[26] 

FlexX A fully automated docking technique namely “FLEXX” is  
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flexibleligands that generate consistent and accurate findings. The 

technique of“FlexX” is based on the positioning and selectionof 

fragments that are basedon ligand, with the assumption that the best 

base fragments interacting with site that is activeresult in a high 

score. 

[21] 

Surflex Surflex is a docking programme that generates potential poses of 

ligand fragments by combining Hammerhead's empirical scoring 

function and the molecular similarity method. 

 

[27] 

GLIDE “Grid-based ligand docking with energetic” namely 

“GLIDE”searches the orientational, positional, as well as the 

conformational space of a ligand that interact a receptor quickly 

and exhaustively. The ChemScore function is used to score the 

binding conformations. 

 

[28] 

DOCK6 It is refer to as the programme of Dockingwhich utilizes the 

anchor-and-grow search algorithm to analysesmall molecules’s 

conformational sampling. 

 

[29] 

Swiss Dock Swiss Dock is a web platform which enables small molecules to 

dock with target proteins using the EADock DSS engine. 

 

[30] 
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Figure 4- Molecular Docking Software 

 

CONCLUSION: 

Molecular docking provides a number of relevant methods for drug development and study. The 

ability to easily visualise molecules and access structural databases has become critical 

components of the medicinal chemist's workstation. Commercial software programmes are 

constantly improving their basic user interface. For three-dimensional study, analysis, 

explanation, and discovery of molecular properties, molecular docking is an inexpensive, secure, 

and straightforward method. Because multiple models yield conflicting outcomes, having small 

modelswith specific numbersthat apply to immensely huge systems is important. The process of 

anticipating the structural interactions between two or more chemical molecules is known as 

docking. Computer-aided biology, computational chemistry, and molecular systems for 

everything from tiny biomolecules and material assemblies make use of this strategy. The 

communication of an adaptable ligand with a physiological receptor is presently the focal point 

of most of mooring research. Successful application examples demonstrate that computational 

techniques may screen hits from a large database and develop innovative small compounds. 
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